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Zoltán’s one-man cellar rests inside a historic house built in 1790 just a few blocks from where the Bodrog
and Tisza Rivers meet in the town of Tokaj. He’s fully committed to his own race against time to rediscover
the terroir of Tokaj as well as the firm belief that Tokaj is one of the most important wine cultures in the world.
After working abroad in Napa (Stags Leap), Beaune to study viticulture and enology, as well as larger estates
in Tokaj, he has arguably the most experience making dry Tokaj wines in Hungary next to Isvtán Szepsy,
whom together are responsible for the success of the Királyudvar brand. As of 2008 Zoltán now focuses
entirely on his own 9 single vineyards spread over 7 hectares: Szerelmi vineyard in Tokaj, Veres and Becsek
vineyards in Mád, Holdvölgy and Újhegy vineyards in Rátka and the Kakas and Lapis vineyards in
Bodrogkeresztúr. A champion of the of the present and future of the region he is working to see that the laws
governing the production of the wine respect tradition and the good taste of those who consume Tokaji. His
selection of dry, Főbor (Original Hungarian word for Szamorodni), and Aszú are broadly considered
benchmarks. They clearly reflect the complex geology of their site, the character of their varieties and Zoltán’s intensive cerebral nature. Multifaceted,
crystalline, and enduring. According to Zoltán, “Wine is not the sound it is the instrument”.

VINEYARDS
All of the single vineyards are 40 years and older and classified as Frist Growths. Eszter is sourced from 30-60 year old vineyards in both Bodrog-keresztúr and
Mád villages just north and northwest of Mt Tokaj. Soils range from Loess to heavy clay to stony volcanic. Pesticides are not used, no fertilizer, some still plowed
by horse, and sulfur only when absolutely needed is sprayed by hand. Zoltán spends an inordinate amount of time in the vineyards and is one part student while
admitting to a certain amount of magic that’s unique to Tokaj.

WINE MAKING
The entire winery is designed to be run by one man. Every hose, tool, pump, valve, and drain has an exact place and purpose. It’s also part gallery with a road
kill snake fashioned into a “DZ” in a frame, glassware hung in the shape of cross beneath a Crucifix, and a baby grand piano rescued from the trash suspended
by wires hangs directly over the only coach. Concerning the actual winemaking, almost everything ferments in steel tank, ambient yeasts are preferred but
commercial yeasts are employed when needed to get the wine fully dry. All aging takes place in old oak barrels. Some Furmint also ferments and ages in oak.

NOTES & PAIRINGS
This .3 hectares of 100+ year old Furmint was the only plot owned by Zoli’s family during
Communism. This was the maximum size per household allowed by the Government for personal
consumption. It’s also our most northeastern Furmint in the whole portfolio. Planted near the village of
Sátoraljaújhely near the Slovakian border, it’s on the Eastern side of Magas-Hegy. The soils here are
heavily volcanic with particularly high amounts of dacite and nyirok (reddish clay with broken up
andesite and rhyolite tuff). Older small cluster Furmint clones with tight 1x1 meter spacing require
everything to be done by hand. Barrel fermented and aged, the entire 2 barrel production went
exclusively to magnums. The 12% alcohol certainly reflects the northeastern exposition, but the level
of concentration and elegance from the old vines and clones tie the whole thing up in something
extremely special.

ANALYTICS & PRONUNCIATION
APPELLATION: Tokaj  
GRAPE COMPOSITION: 100% Furmint  
CLIMATE: Cool Continental  
SOILS: Volcanic with clay mixed with andesite and rhyolite tuff.  
MACERATION & AGING: Barrel fermented and aged  
ALCOHOL: 12.2%  
RESIDUAL SUGAR: 5.1 g/l 
ACIDITY: 6.2 g/l


